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                            Non-Euclidean Electromagnetic Kerr Model for Hydrogen 

 

                                                                   Abstract 

This paper is about trying to answer some fundamental questions about atomic structure. A first 

fundamental question is “Do electrons in atoms move? Do they change their position in space 

from one point in time to another point in time?” Many (myself) would say the obvious answer is 

“Yes.” A next relevant question is “Are the conditions and motions of the electron(s) inside of 

hydrogen (for example) just specially relativistic?” Since the bound electron inside of hydrogen 

is subjected to forces, the only physically logical answer to this questions is “No.” (Special 

relativity is only applicable to motion not affected by forces.) If the answer is “Yes” then we 

have the best theory possible for hydrogen, namely quantum electrodynamics (QED). Then no 

new theory closer to Nature is, conceptually, possible. A better theory closer to Nature should 

not be looked for. It would be a waste of time. The great quantum physicist Paul Dirac took the 

first step in coming closer to Nature  (above and beyond simple Bohr-Newtonian-Coulombic 

theory) by unifying Schrodinger’s quantum mechanics with special relativity, formulating the 

basis of all QED to come. A person can  insert the specially relativistic kinetic energy into the 

total orbital energy of a bound electron in an atom such as hydrogen. Then, using the simple 

Coulombic (Newtonian) potential energy, which on face value, seems a bit strange, the total 

orbital energy can be found. If the answer to the question if internal atomic conditions is just 

specially relativistic is “no,” then Dirac “special relativity only theory” at least this should be 

regarded as incomplete, and a more complete theory closer to Nature should be sought out. This 

paper is bout such an attempt. In this paper, a Balmer series of observed hydrogen data was 

compared to two geometric levels of atomic theory and modeling. The first theory compared was 

the Euclidean-based (Minkowski or Lorentz metric) special relativistic Dirac theory, with 

quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections added. The second theory applied was a 

non-Euclidean electromagnetic (EM) Kerr field theory with Euclidean QED corrections added. 

Each model was used to predict the Balmer series transition wavelengths, and then compared to 

the observed wavelength data. As mentioned, the conditions inside of an atom, such as hydrogen, 

cannot be just (or only) specially relativistic because (electronic) forces are present. The statistics 

(errors, error sample averages, error standard deviations) for the model performances were 

computed, and show a noticeable increase (not tremendous, QED is indeed fairly accurate and 

precise) in accuracy and precision of the model predictions using the non-Euclidean EM Kerr 

field theory with QED, compared to Euclidean Dirac theory with QED. These results suggest 

Euclidean Dirac theory is too restrictive because of its special geometric nature, and does not 

incorporate an important “beyond special/beyond Euclidean” relativistic contributor. According 

to non-Euclidean field theory, the time dilation the electron experiences is a function of not only 

its velocity (as in Dirac theory), but the electron’s time dilation is also a function of its position 

in the “generalized” electromagnetic field of the hydrogen atom. If the conditions inside an atom 

are not just specially relativistic then what is presented here is an attempt at “generalizing” the 

Coulombic electronic field theory. It is a “natural” extension of the old Sommerfeld orbit theory, 
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which was also only specially relativistic. If one is to “generalize” the field theory inside of 

hydrogen, the natural first generalized model to use is that of Schwarzschild, as in gravitational 

theory. That is, an atomic sized curved (Schwarzschild) spacetime theory can be created and 

used to model the orbital energies and transition frequencies for jumps between these energy 

levels. The time dilation the electron is subjected to, is then stronger than in Dirac special 

relativity, and increases subshell energies. This causes a “compression” of the chaotic hydrogen 

subshells towards the proton (on average), even more so than the introduction of deterministic 

special relativity. The modeling of these added non-Euclidean relativistic effects produces 

predictions in (slightly) better  agreement with the observed hydrogen Balmer data. And any 

theory that can “beat” QED should be seriously looked at, since QED has been called the “most 

precise and accurate theory ever devised by mankind.” 

 

                                                     The Hydrogen Balmer Data 

A set of observed Balmer series hydrogen data was obtained from the text book: The Physics of 

Atom and Quanta, H. Haken, H. Wolf and W. Brewer, 6th Edition, 2004, Springer-Verlag. 

 

The (in vacuo) Balmer series data in this text are in wavenumbers (in cm-1), which were 

converted to wavelengths in meters, for transitions from main shells n = 3 to n = 2, then n = 4 to 

n = 2, etc., up to n = 20 to n = 2. (18 data points.) The observed Balmer data are astrophysical, 

taken using astronomical spectroscopy. Assuming theory is correct, there must have been 

numerous (n) subshell -to- (n = 2) subshell transitions involved in these data. But only a single 

transition data point is listed for each Balmer transition. A single transition data value was 

assumed to be obtained from a weighted average, with weights based on the observed subshell-

to-subshell transition intensities. Past historical hydrogen lab spectroscopy shows the “humps” 

seen around a single transition were averaged with intensity weights to provide a single transition 

value. Or if the spectroscopic machine had relatively poor resolution (but apparently it was pretty 

good, as will be shown), nature itself weighted the single observed line.  

 

                                             Euclidean Dirac Theory Plus QED Results 

The Balmer series is produced by transitions to n = 2. Ignoring hyperfine splitting, there are 3 

sublevels for n = 2, the outer 2P3/2 (l = 1, spin-orbit magnetic) sublevel with QED, then the mid 

spherical 2S1/2 (l = 0, nonmagnetic, no spin-orbit) sublevel with QED, then the lowest 2P1/2 (l = 

1, spin-orbit magnetic) sublevel with QED. In basic Dirac theory, the last two (without QED) are 

degenerate. Introducing QED effects/corrections “breaks the degeneracy.” The paper at the 

following link provides the needed theoretical hydrogen subshell energies to use for a Balmer 

series prediction, with QED corrections: 

 

http://www.nist.gov/data/PDFfiles/jpcrd100.pdf 

 

http://www.nist.gov/data/PDFfiles/jpcrd100.pdf
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The above NIST paper lists (p. 853) all of the predicted hydrogen subshell energies (in cm-1) 

with QED corrections for n = 1, 2, …, 8 and further. It is an older paper (1977), but the paper’s 

predicted values agree well with the current values listed at NIST. Most of the Dirac equations 

are functions of the fine structure constant , for which NIST has provided values for many 

decades. Today’s  doesn’t differ much from that of 1977. (The prediction equations in this 

paper presented later used a modern (2013) value of .) 

 

For the Dirac + QED predictions for the 2P3/2, 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 subshells, the values listed in the 

paper were used. For the analysis here, the “plus QED” subshell energies also listed in the paper 

for the Balmer series predictions for n = 3, …, 8 were used. The basic Dirac equation (plus the 

main QED corrections) was then used to compute predictions for n = 9, 10, … , 20. The basic 

Dirac equation (without QED) used was eq. (2.4) of the above paper, listed here: 

 

 

                   (0) 

 

 

where 2 2 1/21/ 2 [( 1/ 2) ]j j and  is the electron’s reduced rest mass in hydrogen. 

The main theoretical QED corrections added to (0) for n = 9, …, 20 are given by eq. (13) of this 

paper. It should be realized the above equation is completely deterministic in nature, unless one 

views the fine structure probalilistic (stochastic). In this paper, none of the variables in (0) are 

probabilistic.  

 

Given the transition rules 0, 1, 1j l , the allowed transitions to the three n = 2 sublevels 

are  

nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2 

nP3/2 <-> 2S1/2 

nS1/2 <-> 2P1/2 

nD3/2 <-> 2P1/2 

nD5/2 <-> 2P1/2 

nS1/2 <-> 2P3/2 

nD3/2 <-> 2P3/2 

nD5/2 <-> 2P3/2 

 

The procedure just described was used to predict the (18) transition wavelengths (using subshell 

energy differences) for each of the above transitions, using the NIST paper’s subshell 

QED-corrected energy values for n = 2, …, 8, and then basic Dirac predictions (plus main QED 

corrections) for n = 9, …, 20. The predictions were then compared to the observed data. For 

example, for the first transition nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2 the results were: 

1/2
2

2 2
, 1n jE c c
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nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2 

Sample average prediction error = +2.67999673 x 10-12 m 

Sample standard deviation = 6.24440238 x 10-13 m 

Standard error (the above divided by 18 ) = 1.47181976 x 10-13 m 

5-sigma confidence interval = (+1.94408685 x 10-12, +3.41590661 x 10-12) m 

 

For this analysis, the individual observed, predicted, and prediction errors (wavelengths in m) 

were : 

 

 n =  3  6.56460457E-007     6.56458428E-007   +2.02947188E-012 

 n =  4  4.86268507E-007     4.86265562E-007   +2.94506857E-012 

 n =  5  4.34168355E-007     4.34165816E-007   +2.53871789E-012 

 n =  6  4.10288897E-007     4.102868E-007        +2.09692431E-012 

 n =  7  3.97119612E-007     3.97117175E-007   +2.43736638E-012 

 n =  8  3.89016659E-007     3.89012797E-007   +3.86230807E-012 

 n =  9  3.83648443E-007     3.83644966E-007   +3.47726963E-012 

 n =  10  3.79898795E-007   3.7989538E-007     +3.41463844E-012 

 n =  11  3.77170475E-007   3.7716795E-007     +2.52416634E-012 

 n =  12  3.75121774E-007   3.75119596E-007   +2.17801972E-012 

 n =  13  3.73543414E-007   3.73540825E-007   +2.58900413E-012 

 n =  14  3.7230068E-007     3.72297544E-007   +3.13686476E-012 

 n =  15  3.7130358E-007     3.71300543E-007   +3.03669394E-012 

 n =  16  3.70491398E-007   3.70488537E-007   +2.86076901E-012 

 n =  17  3.6982016E-007     3.69818252E-007   +1.9077457E-012 

 n =  18  3.69260128E-007   3.69258413E-007   +1.71552799E-012 

 n =  19  3.68787997E-007   3.68785943E-007   +2.05362119E-012 

 n =  20  3.68386948E-007   3.68383512E-007   +3.43576319E-012 

 

 

The observed Balmer data (converted from the wavenumbers in the referenced text book) are in 

the first data column, the predictions are in the second column, and the differences (errors) are in 

the third (last) column. The magnitudes of the prediction errors (observed wavelength minus 

predicted wavelength) are ~10-12 m. The transition wavelengths themselves are ~10-7 m for the 

Balmer series, so the prediction errors are about 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the observed 

variable magnitude. This indicates both the model and the data are reasonably accurate and 

precise. The precision in the fit even allows for an evaluation of a/this model’s bias (inaccuracy). 

 

For the above, all 18 prediction errors were positive, indicating a model bias. The positive 

prediction errors say this analysis produced predicted transition wavelengths that are too short as 

compared to “the truth” given by the data. Some type of bias is to be expected, since the 

observed data involved more transitions than just this one. Using only this single transition, this 

“not complete” model represents a “too inflated” hydrogen atom relative to the assumed “correct 

compression” manifest in the observed data. The predicted wavelengths were too small 

(observed > predicted, positive error) and too energetic, saying the (n)subshell-to-(2)subshell 
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transition delta-energies were too large and “inflated” compared to the data. The 5-sigma 

confidence interval for the true mean prediction error also does not contain zero, indicating a 

model bias. As mentioned, this is to be expected, since the observed data undoubtedly contain 

other transitions of greater intensity than does this transition. 

 

The analysis was repeated for the other allowed Balmer transitions, producing the following 

results (values in m): 

 

Transition              Sample Average Prediction Error        Sample Standard Deviation 

         

nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2                +2.67999673 x 10-12                          6.24440238  x 10-13 

nP3/2 <-> 2S1/2                +3.06225625 x 10-12                          1.12816117  x 10-12 

nS1/2 <-> 2P1/2                        +3.3067649   x 10-12                          6.44122003  x 10-13 

nD3/2 <-> 2P1/2                +3.65092165 x 10-12                          1.34348622  x 10-12 

nD5/2 <-> 2P1/2               +3.77833809 x 10-12                          1.67893344  x 10-12 

nS1/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.80327764  x 10-12                          2.44166176  x 10-12 

nD3/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.45910605 x 10-12                          1.50638804  x 10-12 

nD5/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.33168411 x 10-12                          1.18493865  x 10-12 

 

 

For each case with a positive average, all prediction errors were also positive. For those with a 

negative average, all prediction errors were negative. A negative result describes a model that is 

“too compressed” relative to the data. The predicted wavelengths are too large 

(observed < predicted, negative errors), relating back to a too small subshell-to-subshell 

delta-energy difference. These “too compressed” or “too inflated” biases as compared to the data 

are to be expected for these single transition models. 

 

An observed data value comes from a blend of all of these transitions, with the value of the 

single shell-to-shell value equal to a transition-intensity weighted average. The predicted weights 

could be computed to produce a single shell predicted value, and a better single shell prediction 

obtained to compare to the data. But, for comparison to the next atomic model, seeing the 

Euclidean Dirac + QED results for these separated-out transitions will be informative. 

 

 

 

                            Non-Euclidean Eelectromagnetic Kerr Theory Results 

The next atomic model used to compare to the hydrogen data is based on non-Euclidean 

spacetime differential geometries. The idea is to parameterize an atomic sized non-Euclidean 

field to represent the electrostatic field generated by (and surrounding) the proton. The first 

non-Euclidean atomic-sized model is spherical, with a Schwarzschild metric as the special case. 
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The correct value for the Schwarzschild radius which defines the electronic spacetime could 

have been converged on numerically with the predicted errors sums of squares as the objective 

function, but there are seemingly sound theoretical ways to define it. 

 

For spherical subshells (n, l = 0, j = ½), the time dilation the electron experiences in this (special 

case Schwarzschild) spherical non-Euclidean field theory, along an equatorial circular orbit, is 

given as 

 

                   (1) 

 

 

where the electronic Schwarschild radius (defined by the extended gravitoelectromagnetic 

Equivalence Principle) is 
2

02 2S e p e er e e m c m c  where em  is the electron’s rest mass, 

not its reduced rest mass. But as in Euclidean Dirac theory, the reduced rest mass  of the 

electron must be used in the energy equations. (Please see the Appendix for a derivation of the 

electronic Schwarzschild radius Sr .) Equation (1) is a special case of (5), with a Schwarzschild 

form of (4).) The time dilation given by (1) is only electronic in form (involves only 0  and not 

G), per the definition of Sr , which also shows it is only defined for a system of two charges (and 

conforms to muonic hydrogen, e.g.). Note the mass and charge of the electron themselves (and 

the charge of the proton) set the basic non-Euclidean Schwarzschild structure of the field within 

which the electron orbits. Hence, if the mass of the orbiting body changes, for example, like in 

muonic hydrogen,  the entire metric structure shifts to accommodate the new two-body system. 

A main effect of using a non-Euclidean field theory is the introduction of the position-dependent 

field contribution to the total time dilation, with the necessary inclusion of the S nr r  term. The 

electron’s time dilation is hence greater than in special relativity. 

 

The Schwarzschild electron orbital radius and orbital velocity ( nr  and nv ) in the nth spherical 

subshell (needed in the time dilation (1)) are initially given by 

                   (2) 

                    

 

where Br  and Bv  are the nonrelativistic Bohr radius and velocity for the respective nth spherical 

main shell. Using Bohr values provides only initial approximate values for the needed 

Schwarzschild rn and vn and the non-Euclidean time dilation. Due to the nonlinear nature of 

non-Euclidean field theory, numerical iterations are useful, and sometimes required. Double 

1/2
2
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n

v rdt
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precision numerical iteration to convergence provides essentially theoretically exact results. To 

compute a correct value of the Schwarzschild time dilation for a given n, the values of rn and vn 

are initialized at their Bohr values in eq. (2) (initialize the time dilation to 1), and then the time 

dilation (eq. (1)) is updated. Next, the updated time dilation is used to compute new 

Schwarzschild relativistic values of rn and vn, per (2). These updated radius and velocity values 

are then reinserted into the time dilation eq. (1), and the iteration continued until convergence. 

Since in any quantum theory of an atom, rn and vn are quantized, and therefore, time dilation 

itself is quantized, as it is in all relativistic hydrogen atomic modeling. 

 

Given the converged values of orbital radius, velocity and time dilation, the non-Euclidean 

electronic spherical (Schwarzschild) total orbital energy the electron experiences is given as (all 

of the Schwarzschild and later on Kerr results can be found in most texts in general relativity, 

such as Robert Wald’s General Relativity) 

 

                                         (3) 

 

where now the electron’s reduced rest mass  resides in this equation. While equation (3) looks 

completely gravitational in identity in gravitational theory (involves only G) it is in fact 

completely electronic in form, and specific to a system of bound charges (here, hydrogen). 

Nowhere in this equation does Newton’s gravitational constant G appear. From a probabilistic 

viewpoint, (3) should also be viewed as a time invariant population constant (a mean). 

 

These equations are specific for the exact spherical symmetry of a Schwarzschild geometry, so 

while not explicitly in the equations, the Dirac quantum numbers are j = ½ and l = 0 (true S 

subshell). The Dirac quantum number s is also unimportant here. No electron-spin-magnetic 

effects are present due to the complete spherical symmetry of a Schwarzschild field. 

 

To incorporate non-Euclidean spin-orbit magnetic effects, the differential geometry can be 

generalized to that of Kerr. (In the gravitational world, this predicts gravitomagnetism, as was 

successfully observed by Gravity Probe B in orbit about the spinning mass of the Earth.) The 

extended Gravitoelectromagnetic (GEM) Equivalence Principle allows electromagnetism to be 

represented as a type of non-Euclidean electromagnetic Kerr “frame dragging,” which suggests a 

“unification” of “electro-” and “gravito-” magnetisms. 

 

The electromagnetic Kerr 4 x 4 timelike metric tensor, in spherical polar spacetime coordinates

( , , , )Tr tx , is (dropping orbital indexing for now): 

 

 

 

2
2

1 1
2

S
n

n

rc dt
E
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                              (4) 

           

 

 

 

 

where  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

with 

 

 

Along with the electronic Schwarzschild radius Sr , the electromagnetic Kerr “frame dragging 

parameter a” enters the equations The final forms of these equations are completely 

electromagnetic. Newton’s G does not appear anywhere. It should also be stressed, especially so 

here, the “magnetism” modeled here is “central” in that it is accorded to the “spin of a central 

body,” as easily modeled with non-Euclidean field theory. This is the analog in Euclidean theory, 

where the electron’s current-loop orbital motion sets up an “effective centrally located” magnetic 

N-S dipole, creating the “central” magnetic field within which the electron orbits. This is also the 

basis for the spin-orbit interaction. Here, in the non-Euclidean field theory, the centrality of the 

dominant magnetism is also maintained, with the frame dragging parameter a defined as 

proportional to the “spin” of a “central body.” 

 

For any generalized 4-D spacetime geometry, the generalized time dilation equals 

 

  

                               (5) 
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(Equation (5) is obtained by rewriting the usual form of the metric with only 
2d  on the left.) 

Expansion of the quadratic form for a Kerr geometry shows, for equatorial circular obits, the 

Kerr electromagnetic time dilation simplifies to 

 

                   (6) 

 

where subindexing by the main shell number n has been reintroduced. The correct value of an is 

to be determined shortly. 

At this point, the rest of the full set of Dirac quantum numbers n, j, and l are inserted into in the 

equations as follows. The principle magnetic interaction in hydrogen is the spin-orbit magnetic 

interaction, the value of which is “directed” by the set of Dirac quantum numbers. The complete 

Euclidean Dirac theory which incorporates Born’s probability, yields the degenerate Dirac eq. 

(2.4) of the NIST paper (eq. (0) of this paper). For the “interior” subshell-to-subshell energy 

differences within a main shell (for example, for the 2P3/2 <-> 2S1/2 transition), this equation can 

provide/predict, the Euclidean Dirac spin-orbit electron-magnetic-moment-orientation 

delta-energy values existing between these “interior” subshells. These predicted spin-orbit delta 

energies then have all of the Born spin-orbit-increasing probabilistic effects (averaging) 

included. Hence, for predictions, set 

 

                   (7) 

 

The delta-energy on the left is the correct Dirac spin-orbit value to introduce for a main shell n 

with subshell j. The energy 
,n jDE  is the Euclidean Dirac energy eq. (0). When j = ½, 

/ , 0so n jE , and no spin-orbit interaction exists. When j is not  ½ (e.g., j = 3
2 ), / ,so n jE  

provides the correct (Dirac/Born probability effected) spin-orbit value as differenced from the 

spherical j = ½ subshell for a main n. 

 

Equation (7) can be used to introduce the magnetic quantum number j into the non-Euclidean 

theory. In non-Euclidean field theory, a way to introduce magnetism is using Kerr frame 

dragging, and the electromagnetic Kerr total orbital energy shows the route. This total energy is 

generally (for all orbits, not just circular equatorial) 
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                   (8) 

 

 

An important character of the theoretical structure of the Kerr energy equation is its perturbation 

nature, right in the equation. The aspherical magnetic term involving a is simply added to (it 

“perturbs”) the spherical Schwarzschild term.  

 

For equatorial circular orbits, the Kerr energy equation simplifies to 

 

 

                   (9) 

 

 

An expansion of (9) separates the energy into individual nonmagnetic and magnetic terms. An 

isolation of the terms involving the magnetic spin-orbit an produces 

 

 

                 (10) 

 

 

Please note, while not subindexed as so, the quantized time dilation is also a function of n. Also, 

the rn and vn are now even more “general” than in the Schwarzschild theory; they are now the 

quantized Kerr orbital radii and velocities, converged upon when the Kerr form of (4) is used in 

the time dilation iteration.. Computational results for hydrogen show, though, the 

converged-upon Kerr radii and velocities are essentially equal to their Schwarzschild values. 

 

The extended GEM Equivalence Principle allows setting equality between equations (7) and 

(10). Setting these equations equal results in 
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Equation (11) is a parabola in an, and has the Dirac quantum numbers n, j and s (s always ½) 

correctly incorporated. The solution for an is found by root taking. Set 
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The parabola is now 

 

 

 

so that 

 

 

 

                 (12) 

 

 

Numerical computations show the positive root has the physically correct sign. The set of Dirac 

quantum numbers now reside in the quantized electromagnetic Kerr total orbital energies. The 

degree of Kerr asphericity needed to model atomic spin-orbit effects is slight. Hydrogen’s Sr  

equals about 10-15 m. A typical , ,n j sa  value is about +/- 10-23 m. 

 

When  j = ½, an,j,s equals zero (magnetic 0 0 ). The field theory then drops to the nonmagnetic 

Schwarzschild (spherical) field theory as the special case. When j is not ½, the two 

electromagnetic “characteristic lengths” Sr  and an,j,s (devoid of G) enter the Kerr metric, and 

completely specify the structure of the Kerr electromagnetic spacetime for given values of the 

Dirac quantum numbers. Note this model is adaptive in the sense each sublevel has its own 

electromagnetic Kerr metric structure, as an,j,s (the frame dragging, i.e., the spin-orbit magnetism) 

discretely changes from subshell to subshell. As in the Schwarzschild case, the added nonlinear 

field effects change the time dilation. The frame dragging parameter an,j,s must enter the time 

dilation iteration, and then both converge on their correct Kerr values, now with all Dirac 

quantum numbers directing the convergence. 
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Euclidean QED effects can be inserted into the non-Euclidean theory by adding to 0 , which 

then introduces explicit functionality on the quantum number l. The dominant electron self 

energy and vacuum polarization effects, plus additional spin-orbit effects where appropriate (l 

not 0, j not ½), were included by computing QED delta-energies using eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) of 

the NIST paper. These were combined as 

 
34 2

0 03 2

4 ( ) 1 11 3 1 3
log log (1 )

24 8 5 8 2 13 ( )

lje e
QED n l n l

e

CZ m c m
E L L

m ln Z
        (13) 

 

For hydrogen, Z = 1. The Dirac delta function is: 0 1l  if l = 0 and 0 0l  if l not zero. The 

correct Bethe logarithm value of nL  was obtained from Appendix B of the NIST paper (p. 846). 

The Clj coefficients were obtained from 

 

 

 

 

 

To incorporate these Euclidean QED effects, eq. (13)’s value was added to the frame dragging 

0  as 

 

 

 

where soE  is given by (7). Even when l = 0, so there is no spin-orbit interaction, QED effects 

are still present. These force convergence to an aspherical Kerr structure, even for the “truly 

spherical” QED-effected nS1/2 subshells in Euclidean Dirac theory. In this non-Euclidean theory, 

the only way to model aspherical (non-S) subshells is to introduce frame dragging, using the 

more general magnetic Kerr theory. In this atomic EM Kerr theory, there are no “truly spherical” 

subshells, where QED effects must necessarily enter as a type of “magnetic frame dragging” in 

an atomic Kerr field.  

 

The combined Dirac/EM Kerr theory predicts the correct observed subshell-to-subshell transition 

wavelengths, within a main shell, such as the observed Lamb shift for the 2S1/2 <-> 2P1/2 

transition, a value of about 1057.9 MHz. The theory certainly should predict well, since the 

known Euclidean Dirac spin-orbit and QED equations (which work) were used to perturb the 

Kerr theory (through the use of a frame dragging “magnetic Kerr QED perturbation”). The next 

theoretical route logically is to extend the Euclidean QED effects into the non-Euclideean 

domain. 

 

1/ ( 1) for 1 / 2

1 / for 1 / 2
lj

l j l
C

l j l

0 ( )so QEDE E
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The important new result is that this new theory predicts there exists stronger non-Euclidean time 

dilation effects inside of the whole hydrogen atom, as compared to Euclidean Dirac theory. The 

stronger time dilation effects “compress” the overall atom more so than in Euclidean special 

relativity. The enhanced compression translates into closer, less energetic subshell-to-subshell 

transitions, with longer transition wavelengths. If these added non-Euclidean time dilation effects 

exist in nature, the EM Kerr theory predictions should generally agree with the observed data 

better than Euclidean Dirac + QED. 

 

The EM Kerr field theory, plus Euclidean Dirac spin-orbit and QED effects for interior main 

shell (subshell) energy shifts, was used to compute subshell energies and energy differences, and 

non-Euclidean Kerr predicted transition wavelengths. The results for the various non-Euclidean 

Kerr transitions were: 

 

Transition          Sample Average Prediction Error         Sample Standard Deviation 

         

nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2              -1.83537926  x 10-12                           1.13719404  x 10-12 

nP3/2 <-> 2S1/2              -1.4531095    x 10-12                           6.34519538  x 10-13 

nS1/2 <-> 2P1/2                     -7.90452013  x 10-13                           7.40603382  x 10-13 

nD3/2 <-> 2P1/2             -4.44336372  x 10-13                           8.30573092  x 10-13 

nD5/2 <-> 2P1/2             -3.16916630  x 10-13                           1.11436804  x 10-12 

nS1/2 <-> 2P3/2              -6.90053527  x 10-12                           3.07413769   x 10-12 

nD3/2 <-> 2P3/2             -6.55440473  x 10-12                           2.12330628  x 10-12 

nD5/2 <-> 2P3/2             -6.42697949  x 10-12                           1.78363225  x 10-12 

 

The special relativity-only Euclidean Dirac + QED results are repeated here: 

 

nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2                +2.67999673 x 10-12                          6.24440238  x 10-13 

nP3/2 <-> 2S1/2                +3.06225625 x 10-12                          1.12816117  x 10-12 

nS1/2 <-> 2P1/2                        +3.3067649   x 10-12                          6.44122003  x 10-13 

nD3/2 <-> 2P1/2                +3.65092165 x 10-12                          1.34348622  x 10-12 

nD5/2 <-> 2P1/2               +3.77833809 x 10-12                          1.67893344  x 10-12 

nS1/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.80327764  x 10-12                          2.44166176  x 10-12 

nD3/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.45910605 x 10-12                          1.50638804  x 10-12 

nD5/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.33168411 x 10-12                          1.18493865  x 10-12 

 

For the top five of the eight transitions listed above, the EM Kerr theory performs better, on 

average. The “single transition model” that dominates in the observed Balmer data should have 

the smallest average prediction error. If the EM Kerr results are sorted according to their average 

prediction error magnitudes (smallest to largest, average error on the right), the results are 
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nD5/2 <-> 2P1/2             -3.16916630  x 10-13 

nD3/2 <-> 2P1/2             -4.44336372  x 10-13 

nS1/2 <-> 2P1/2                     -7.90452013  x 10-13   

nP3/2 <-> 2S1/2              -1.4531095    x 10-12   

nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2              -1.83537926  x 10-12    

nD5/2 <-> 2P3/2             -6.42697949  x 10-12   

nD3/2 <-> 2P3/2             -6.55440473  x 10-12    

nS1/2 <-> 2P3/2              -6.90053527  x 10-12   

 

In the natural Balmer series, those transitions with higher transition frequencies have higher 

probabilities of occurring, and theoretically dominated in the data. An ordering of the Balmer 

transitions by frequency, and hence intensity and probability of occurrence, according to theory 

(both Euclidean Dirac and non-Euclidean Kerr) is 

 

nD5/2 – 2P1/2 

nD3/2 – 2P1/2 

nP3/2 – 2S1/2 

nS1/2 – 2P1/2 

nP1/2 – 2S1/2 

nD5/2 – 2P3/2 

nD3/2 – 2P3/2 

nS1/2 – 2P3/2 
 

For the EM Kerr analysis, the nP3/2 – 2S1/2 and nS1/2 – 2P1/2 transitions are flipped in order, but 

other than that, the agreement with the EM Kerr ordering is good.  The ordering of transitions 

based on the Euclidean Dirac average prediction error magnitudes (smallest to largest) is 

 

nD5/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.33168411 x 10-12  

nD3/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.45910605 x 10-12  

nP1/2 <-> 2S1/2                +2.67999673 x 10-12   

nS1/2 <-> 2P3/2                -2.80327764  x 10-12  

nP3/2 <-> 2S1/2                +3.06225625 x 10-12  

nS1/2 <-> 2P1/2                       +3.3067649   x 10-12 

nD3/2 <-> 2P1/2               +3.65092165 x 10-12  

nD5/2 <-> 2P1/2               +3.77833809 x 10-12  

 

The orderings above differ significantly for dominance of transition, even according to Euclidean 

Dirac theory. The Euclidean Dirac + QED results do not line up well with the frequency/intensity 

ordering, which is the same for either theory, Kerr or Dirac. The reason for the Dirac theory 
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mismatch is the Euclidean theory does not compress the hydrogen main shells  enough. These 

results show how the overall atomic-sized relativistic structure of the hydrogen atom is in fact 

not Euclidean. The overall relativistic nature of a hydrogen atom appears to demand a 

non-Euclidean field modeling.  

 

The following listings of the Dirac and Kerr theory prediction errors, shows how almost all 

removal of model error bias (inaccuracy) is attained by the Kerr model beyond the Dirac model. 

The dominant transition in the Balmer data should be the nD5/2 – 2P1/2 transition, as predicted by 

both theories, which has the highest transition frequency. The Eucldiean Dirac + QED theory 

produces the following prediction errors for this single transition: 

 

n =  3  6.56460457E-007   6.56450686E-007     +9.77150608E-012 

n =  4  4.86268507E-007   4.86263287E-007     +5.21958415E-012 

n =  5  4.34168355E-007   4.34164563E-007     +3.791695E-012 

n =  6  4.10288897E-007   4.10285902E-007     +2.99471454E-012 

n =  7  3.97119612E-007   3.97116439E-007     +3.17307473E-012 

n =  8  3.89016659E-007   3.89012148E-007     +4.51153056E-012 

n =  9  3.83648443E-007   3.83644368E-007     +4.07525673E-012 

n =  10  3.79898795E-007   3.79894815E-007   +3.98011082E-012 

n =  11  3.77170475E-007   3.77167407E-007   +3.06776921E-012 

n =  12  3.75121774E-007   3.75119068E-007   +2.70628719E-012 

n =  13  3.73543414E-007   3.73540308E-007   +3.10612129E-012 

n =  14  3.7230068E-007   3.72297035E-007     +3.64563911E-012 

n =  15  3.7130358E-007   3.71300041E-007     +3.53909015E-012 

n =  16  3.70491398E-007   3.70488039E-007   +3.35819563E-012 

n =  17  3.6982016E-007   3.69817759E-007     +2.40120997E-012 

n =  18  3.69260128E-007   3.69257922E-007   +2.20579076E-012 

n =  19  3.68787997E-007   3.68785455E-007   +2.54126182E-012 

n =  20  3.68386948E-007   3.68383027E-007   +3.92124785E-012 

 

The sample average of the above prediction errors in the right column is 3.778338088333E-12 m. The 

prediction errors in the right column are all positive, indicating a  model bias (inaccuracy). For the same 

frequency dominant nD5/2 – 2P1/2 transition, the EM Kerr theory’s prediction errors are 

 

n =  3  6.56460457E-007   6.5645706E-007       +3.39726794E-012 

n =  4  4.86268507E-007   4.86268287E-007     +2.19322323E-013 

n =  5  4.34168355E-007   4.34169072E-007     -7.17467023E-013 

n =  6  4.10288897E-007   4.10290159E-007     -1.26206435E-012 

n =  7  3.97119612E-007   3.97120544E-007     -9.32065978E-013 

n =  8  3.89016659E-007   3.89016153E-007     +5.06071074E-013 

n =  9  3.83648443E-007   3.83648304E-007     +1.38985533E-013 

n =  10  3.79898795E-007   3.798987E-007       +9.45903717E-014 

n =  11  3.77170475E-007   3.77171254E-007   -7.79518956E-013 
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n =  12  3.75121774E-007   3.75122885E-007   -1.11145104E-012 

n =  13  3.73543414E-007   3.73544102E-007   -6.88273507E-013 

n =  14  3.7230068E-007   3.7230081E-007       -1.29984076E-013 

n =  15  3.7130358E-007   3.71303801E-007     -2.21193264E-013 

n =  16  3.70491398E-007   3.70491787E-007   -3.89377299E-013 

n =  17  3.6982016E-007   3.69821496E-007     -1.33573287E-012 

n =  18  3.69260128E-007   3.6926165E-007     -1.52216506E-012 

n =  19  3.68787997E-007   3.68789176E-007   -1.17903184E-012 

n =  20  3.68386948E-007   3.6838674E-007    +2.07588685E-013 

 

The sample average of the above prediction errors in the right column is -3.16916629794E-13 m, 

which is generally several times smaller than the Euclidean Dirac theory for this dominant 

transition. The prediction errors on the right now show both positive and negative signs, which is 

usually the statistical signature that a model is performing as well as possible. If the errors are 

indeed uncorrelated (these are not), this usually means only “white-noise machine error” is left in 

the errors. The sinusoidal pattern in the above errors may be indicative of some type of 

oscillatory spectroscopic machine error in the data. Whatever the reason for the pattern, the EM 

Kerr theory here appears to be performing nearly as best it can. 

 

Inclusion of the non-Euclidean relativistic effects shows a better agreement of predictions 

compared to the observed Balmer data for this dominant transition. These results would seem to 

support the physical presence of stronger relativistic effects in hydrogen, stronger than just 

Euclidean special. The first jump to spherical Schwarzschild theory shows the general magnitude 

of these non-Euclidean effects. The electronic Schwarzschild time dilation is (eq. (1) in this 

paper) 

 

 

 

 

For hydrogen, 1510Sr  m. The ground state radius of hydrogen equals about 10-11 m. The ratio 

410S nr r , essentially as significant as introducing Euclidean special relativity itself , since 

2 4( ) 10nv c . 

 

In these non-Euclidean equations, exclusive use of their simplifications to “circular, equatorial” 

forms has been utilized. This is allowed, even for “P” or “D” or “F”, etc., “aspherical” subshells. 

The reason why, is how “asphericity” is represented in Kerr theory. The Kerr field itself “goes 

aspherical” when the frame dragging distance  a is not zero. Completely conserved circular and 

equatorial relativistic Kerr geodesics are possible, even in the aspherical field. In classic 

Sommerfeld theory, with its assumed spherical symmetry of the potential (as in Dirac theory), 

ashepericity demanded elliptical orbits. But in this generalized orbit theory, it’s the field that 

1/2
2

1 n S

n

v rdt

d c r
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“goes aspherical” while the orbit itself remains perfectly circular, with conservation of the 

(shifted) relativistic Kerr total circular orbital energy and angular momentum. Such is the 

amazing plasticity of a Kerr geometry, and the generalization of the field geometry used for 

atomic modeling to Kerr seems to produce predictions closer to nature. 

 

Hydrogen’s hyperfine splitting can be inserted into the Kerr theory in an easy manner. The 

(electron spin)-(proton spin) hyperfine orientation delta-energy contributing to the electron’s 

total orbital energy is 

 

                 (14) 

 

where the quantum numbers F and I are the (Fermi) proton spin related quantum numbers. The 

value of I is always ½, and for n = 1,2, F can take on the two values of 0 and 1. For hydrogen’s 

ground state (n = 1), the value of ˆ / 2A  can be obtained very accurately from 

experimentation, and equals ˆ / 2   1420.405751768 MhzA  

 

The spin-spin hyperfine delta energy can be easily incorporated in the Kerr theory by simply 

summing it with the spin-orbit and QED delta energies. The (negative of the) total (sum of the) 

spin-orbit, QED and spin-spin (hyperfine) delta energy is set equal to the constant 0  term in 

solving for the electromagnetic Kerr frame dragging parameter a: 

 

 

 

 

Upon root solving, this produces an electromagnetic Kerr frame dragging parameter an,j,l,s,F,I  

which is now a function of all of hydrogen’s quantum numbers, Dirac and Fermi, and with 

Euclidean QED effects incorporated.. The hyperfine splittings were programmed into the 

electromagnetic Kerr transition wavelength predictions, and due to their low value of energy 

shifts, they did not produce significantly different results as compared to those last reported. 

 

                                         Conclusions and Further Theory Suggestions 

The following conclusion seems inescapable: There exists stronger non-Euclidean relativistic 

effects in hydrogen as compared to what is predicted by modern Euclidean Dirac theory, even 

including the effects of the most accurate theory of the atom to date, QED. The better agreement 

of the predictions by the non-Euclidean Kerr field theory with the observed data suggest the 

electron is experiencing a greater amount of time dilation as previously thought, and modeled by 

QED. The increase in time dilation, above and beyond QED Euclidean theory, is due to not only 

ˆ
[ ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)]

2
hf

A
E F F I I j j

0 ( )so QED hfE E E
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the electron’s velocity (v), but also its position (r) in a generalized atomic-sized electromagnetic 

Kerr field. 

 

Perhaps the entirety of Euclidean-based QM should be generalized to a more non-Euclidean field 

theory. The route starts with a generalization of Schroedinger’s equation: 

 

 

                 (15) 

 

Dirac inserted the restricted special relativistic form of E (whose relativistic kinetic energy is 

only a function of v), and a non-relativistic Coulombic potential V (which is only a function of r). 

This was immediately a conceptual mistake, mixing relativistic and nonrelativistic terms in an 

energy equation. Or not exactly a mistake, but certainly inadequate. In (15), the inserted energy 

functionality (total and potential) on both  r and v written as such, sets up the jump to a more 

“generalized” geometry, which requires (nonlinear) functionality on both r and v. To 

immediately generalize this differential equation for a bound two-body system such as hydrogen, 

the total and potential energy equations are identified with the electromagnetic Kerr circular 

equatorial equations: 

                 (16) 

 

 

and 

 

                 (17) 

 

 

These nonlinear energy equations are obviously more complicated than Euclidean theory (comes 

with being more “general”), but the tremendous simplicity of their circular equatorial cases 

should reduce solution complexity. The results would naturally include magnetism as part of the 

metric structure, per the inclusion of a in the equations. Recall in non-Euclidean field theory, 

magnetism is model by a field warp, not an orbit shape shift, and circular equatorial orbit theory 

suffices, even when EM Kerr magnetic fields exist. Kerr-Schroedinger circular wave equation 

solutions (essentially, diffraction patterns) could be found, and then Born probability introduced. 

The expectations should result in equations similar in form (or equal in form) and value to the 

equations already presented here, (Dirac) for spin-orbit magnetic and QED effects. Also, as 

proven here,  this generalization of the “atomic sized” forces in hydrogen produces predictions in 

better agreement with hydrogen’s observed Balmer spectral data. 
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                                                                  Appendix 

 

Einstein’s Equivalence Principle (EP) can be extended to include electricity. Consider Einstein’s 

“man in the elevator” thought experiment. A man is inside an enclosed elevator and observes 

some type of force inside. For example, he might have placed a mass on a scale, and recorded the 

scale’s reading. He is a good scientist, and he wonders what is pulling the mass onto the scale, 

and for that matter, what is holding him on the floor of the elevator. He quantifies the amount of 

force on the mass. From this, it appears to the scientist that the elevator (and himself) might be 

sitting still on a planet the mass of the Earth. That would indeed produce the forces observed 

inside the elevator. But is this the only “physical truth” possible for “outside” the elevator? He is 

a good scientist and realizes that his elevator might be in space with rocket engines attached (and 

firing) producing the exact same degree of forces and accelerations seen inside the elevator. Or it 

might be a combination of gravitational fields and rocket engines. There actually exists an 

infinity of possible “exterior conditions” producing the forces and accelerations seen inside the 

elevator. He does not know which is “the truth” but he realizes there does indeed exist some 
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exterior physical truth. And this is important. The world outside the elevator physically exists at 

all points in time from the past to the present, simultaneously as does the elevator and scientist 

themselves, regardless if nothing of the exterior world is observed. Physical truth does not need 

to be observed for it still to be “the physical truth.” Of course, proving (at least statistically) 

some theory is true requires experimental observations. But certain facts are obtained just from 

thought. Such as the true revolution of an Einsteinian mechanics over Newton’s mechanics. One 

of Newton’s great products was his universal law of gravity,  2
1 2 /gF Gm m r . Einstein 

(specifically Schwarzschild and Kerr), showed us how these forces are generalized once a 

specific differential geometry is selected to quantify the coasting motion of some test mass. 

Kerr’s final result, his charged Kerr metric, states that black holes “have three hairs:” mass, 

charge and spin. An important precedent is that charge curves spacetime. But in application to 

two-body electronic systems, this metric does not “bind enough” and cannot be used to model 

atoms, such as hydrogen This insufficient binding is because how known quantities, such as a 

proton’s charge, simply does not produce a strong enough spacetime curvature to bind the 

relatively speedy electrons in atoms. The technique used in this paper is to figure out a way to 

quantify a spacetime curvature where all of the binding forces and accelerations are due to the 

spacetime’s metrical structure, or at least the major electrical part. This is possible with gravity, 

and should also be possible with electricity, since the Coulombic universal law of electricity 
2

0 1 2(1/ 4 ) /eF e e r  is of the same form as Newton’s universal law of gravity. Just as 

Newton’s mechanics is a limiting case of the more generalized mechanics, Coulomb’s mechanics 

is a limiting case of an electrically generalized mechanics. 

 

Going back to first principles, in the EP now let the mass placed on the scale inside the elevator 

possess charge. The elevator is not a Faraday cage, and exterior electronic fields permeate the 

interior of the elevator. Then, the scientist does not know if the test mass is being pulled onto the 

scale from some exterior charge, or mass, or rocket engines, or some combination of all three, or 

from some exterior world entirely different than anything so far contemplated. Hence, we can 

equate (in equations) the forces on the mass to a gravitational force, or an electronic force, or an 

inertial force (rocket engines) or some combination. Bohr did this in his first hydrogen model, 

when he equated the electronic force on the electron to its inertial force (mass times acceleration) 

(see below). 

 

This extended gravitoelectronic Equivalence Principle allows setting the electronic force on the 

electron while in a subshell, to any other equal force, inertial or field induced. Bohr used this 

“extension” of Einstein’s EP by equating the electronic force on the electron, to the electron’s 

“inertial” force: 

 

 

               (A.1) 
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The right of  (A.1) comes from simply F = ma, but this force on the right is actually conceptually 

a field induced force. Other types of force can be considered. For extension of the simple 

Euclidean theory into the general non-Euclidean domain, the GEM EP allows deriving a type of 

“equivalent gravitational force model” for insertion on the right. The obvious candidate is 

 

 

               (A.2) 

 

 

The right side of (A.2) is an “effective gravitational force,” exactly equal to the correct 

Coulombic force on the left. Solving for the correct value of the “effective central mass” M 

yields 

 

 

 

 

There is a more intuitively appealing manner in which the correct mass can be found, involving 

the Planck numbers. We start with the equation 

 

 

 

 

This effective force on the right also exactly equals the electronic force on the left. The 

“unification curvature parameter”  is a mass-to-charge ratio which converts the proton’s charge 

pe  into an amount of “effective central mass” which produces exactly the same magnitude of the 

electronic binding forces on the left of (A.2) 

 

Solving for  produces 

 

 

               (A.3) 

 

 

In the effective gravitational model, the effective central mass pM e  binds the electron’s 

mass em  into orbits of the exact same energy magnitude produced by the electronic binding 

forces. 
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The extension into EM non-Euclidean geometries is made by utilizing the definition of the 

“gravitational radius,” which is the Schwarzschild radius in gravitational Schwarzschild theory. 

As mentioned previously, the correct value of this “characteristic distance” which defines the 

overall “size” of the nonlinear Schwarzschild field could be found completely by numerically 

searching but in gravitational theory this radius is 22 /Sr GM c  where M is the rest mass of the 

central body. Inserting the effective central mass 
pM e  into this equation produces the 

electronic Schwarzschild radius, devoid of G: 

 

               (A.4) 

 

 

This “characteristic/field-defining length” (for hydrogen, 1510 mSr
 , about one Fermi) enters 

the elements of a Schwarzschild metric tensor, producing a tightly-curved, atomic-sized 

electronic Schwarzschild field with definition devoid of G, and expressed in terms of only the 

electronic constant 0.  It is important to note that the actual mass and charge of the electron both 

contribute to the cuvatrure of the spacetime used in the differential geometry representing the 

field. In simple gravitational theory only the position and velocity of the coasting body and the 

central mass and spin contributes to the field, that is, the field strength at any point is a function 

of the central mass and orbiting position and velocity. Here, these electronic equations must 

necessarily be functions of both charges because of the bipolar nature of electricity. Here, when 

either the electron’s or proton’s charge is zero, Sr must be zero, and no electronic forces are 

present, unlike the “classically” accepted charged Kerr metric, which defines an electronic 

interaction even when the orbiting charge is zero (and of course, the central charge is not zero). 

 

In this theory, the appearance of 
04G , the square of the Planck charge-to-mass ratio is of 

significance. It is often said that gravity is not as strong as electricity. This actually depends on 

the physical scenario and makeup of the particles involved in the interaction. Two identical 

particles, each with the Planck charge-to-mass ratio (there are no such particles, but it is 

interesting what can be done with these Planck numbers), will attract each other gravitationally 

exactly as strongly as they will electronically attract (if the electronic interaction is attractive). In 

an n-body scenario with each body possessing the Planck charge-to-mass ratio, even if they are 

not identical, but still possess this common charge-to mass ratio, the gravitational forces and 

accelerations on each body are of equal strength to the electronically induced forces and 

accelerations. As the bodies move about according to these gravitational and electronic equal-

strength accelerations (with here at first, not considering the gravitoelectromagnetic radiation 

emitted), they are indeed moving about in a type of unified gravitoelectromagnetic total field.  

 

Stephen C. Bell 

August, 2018 
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